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Abstract
Knowledge about technical systems deserves our attention for several reasons. It shapes industry’s core processes which depend on knowledge. It is an asset of great value because it is used by those who engineer, operate or maintain a system.

This paper explains key characteristics of technical knowledge, the reason why it is difficult to manage and what we can do about it. Our experiences e.g. with documentation of complex communication systems and extensive use of SGML let us believe that management of technical information should rely more on conceptual structure and semantic markup. This will affect the way we design DTDs and use ontologies.

Characteristics of Technical Information
A prominent feature of technical information is its complexity and we are greatly challenged to reduce it. An example will illustrate this case: the documentation used by technicians to operate and maintain a communication network. We generated such documentation as a technical information base of 20000 HTML-files and 100000 links among them. The major part of it describes service tasks and procedures; the rest describes functions, components, interfaces, dependencies, versions and variants of network elements. This information is carefully managed throughout its lifecycle. The authoring process, for instance, is supported by tools which prescribe how to structure information. To enforce structure we use five SGML-DTDs each of which consists of about 300 element- and attribute-types. All descriptions are stored as SGML-instances in databases; generators select and assemble the information pertinent to a specific version of a product and produce various publication forms. One such publication form is HTML as mentioned before. So, it seems obvious that the complexity of technical knowledge stems from it’s volume and structure. There is however still another dimension of complexity which is of a conceptual nature. To explain the point we will sketch a piece of information flow. Before product information (e.g. the description how to operate a network) arrives at the customer’s site, it flows through several departments of the manufacturer of network gear. Typically, the information flow from engineering to service departments “transports” numerous aspects of a product: how can the product be installed, configured or diagnosed; how can the product interface to those foreign systems which constitute the customer environment; other views concern the states or dynamics of hardware or software. Last not least some views concern a product’s legal and economic properties.

The views and concepts which structure technical knowledge constitute the “conceptual interface” when information flows from one department into another. Such views and concepts must be known by the receiver of information to understand the sender. In our domain we deal with an estimated 10,000 significant concepts and many more technical terms. Communications is like most other fields of technology. It is rich in terms and concepts which, however, have never been systematically collected. But terms and concepts could be put to use immediately, for instance to build a portal to access the information on our family of products. Vertical portals may become part of the web technology catering to the broadening clientele of technical information.

Conceptual Deficit
That concepts can play a significant role is not a recent insight. Imagine $F$ to be an important feature of a product, e.g. one of its interfaces, functions or components. $F$ is described many times e.g. when it is designed, specified, implemented, tested, released and operated. It would mean a major step forward, if all these descriptions of $F$—they all belong to the concept of $F$—were interrelated. This would allow us to trace the evolution of feature $F$. Before we release $F$, we could look up earlier descriptions and check how it was implemented and tested and how the customer required it to be in the first place. Before we modify $F$, we could find all its versions and variants and thus the constraints that need to be accounted for. Before we ship $F$, we could find and select the information technicians must know who will service $F$. Unfortunately such relations are hard to find automatically today, primarily because authors have much freedom in naming and describing $F$. In practice this means we use almost no
Instruments for Handling Concepts

We wish we were better equipped to generate semantic markup and thus structure our voluminous information bases conceptually. But suitable taxonomies, glossaries, thesauri, ontologies and concept-based DTDs are not yet available for our specific technical domain. What a clever combination of such instruments could do for us is sketched in the following scenario.

Assume an author of service documentation uses a novel kind of DTD which does not force him/her to write sequentially i.e. a sequence of chapters, sections and paragraphs. Instead, the DTD would encourage the author to focus on content and create "topics". A topic in the service domain would describe a task, a procedure, an action or a component of a communication system. Each topic then leads to other related topics or views. A component, for instance, is described by its functions, interfaces, structures or other related views. Initially, topics are created as independent modules of information. Later they are interrelated e.g. a step (topic) becomes part-of a procedure (topic) which becomes part-of a task (topic). The task is likewise related to a network component (topic) because the task configures the component. The component-topic may have already been related to those topics capturing its views.

In case the author feels left alone when he must describe an interface, he can consult his domain ontology to retrieve the concept "interface". The ontology collects and classifies the important domain concepts. The author can use them as "best-practice proposals" to capture the views of an interface such as input, output, throughput, protocols or standards. The ontology would "know" not only the generic concept named interface but also several specific kinds of interface concepts. The ontology also knows the technical terms in the glossary which can be used to name concepts. Last not least the ontology knows the kinds of relations which may apply between topics. For instance a task may diagnose, configure or repair a component. And of course, relations like "part-of" or "configure" are concepts as well.

By proceeding in this manner the author uses an ontology as an extension of a DTD. For the author each concept in the ontology is semantic markup "dragged" from the ontology to be dropped as a template into his document at the right place.

Note that while filling in the template, an author will use text and tables and graphics just like before. While some ontologies today are highly formal constructs, ontologies do not force us to become more formal or rigorous than what is implied by using SGML or XML. In our domain it would be costly and impractical e.g. to describe the mass of our procedures in such a way that allows for automatic reasoning or similar forms of computation. In other words, by semantic markup we mean conceptual markup only. Of course, reasoners can help us find out—as parsers do today—whether descriptions are conceptually valid or complete.

If a product and its maintenance has been described by topics and their relations, we want to store this description in an information- or document- or object-management system. Later on we will add the variants of this description which correspond to new variants of the product. We use conceptual markup as schema information. As a result every piece of description has type-information which we can augment with meta- and style-information. In this manner we can use concepts as a means to enforce a certain degree of completeness and consistency of the "description modules" in our database. Remember that such an undertaking is highly problematic for traditional documents i.e. an often random sequence of sections, paragraphs, links and lists, where any such item is allowed to "talk about" anything.

The scenario already indicates that concepts play a role in all tools of our tool chain, which includes tools for authoring as well as document management and retrieval. A glossary combined with an ontology could become an integral part of any portal for accessing a (large) technical information base. The ontology explains the kinds of contents to be expected in an information base. And any concept may serve as a template for formulating precise queries. Last not least, our tool chain contains sophisticated tools for exchanging complex technical information between business partners. For instance, we have written several converters to transform an SGML-instance conforming to our DTD into a SGML-instance conforming to a partner-DTD. If both DTDs contain elaborate but differing element-types, like <procedure>, mapping one element-type onto the other presents an effort and a risk. We would be better off if an ontology contained a "master-concept" for <procedure> - an abstraction of the specific element-types we have to map. In general, if an ontology constitutes a collection of both popular and proven concepts in a domain, it can facilitate many forms of information processing such as transformation.
Ways to Proceed

These examples explain what concepts can do for us provided they come with the right tools. Tools are indispensable to create ontologies, DTDs and glossaries, tie them together and keep them up-to-date. These core instruments will be ready for use only if tailored to a specific domain and integrated into a specific tool chain for creating and managing information.

In the past decade we have dealt with several issues we deemed instrumental for concept-based management of technical knowledge. A selection of them is listed below:

- we have investigated how to construct domain concepts (Wimmer and Wimmer 1992)
- we have built several DTDs (Meusel 1994)
- we have built a top-level domain ontology using the terminological representation features of FLEX, a 3rd generation system in the KL-ONE tradition (Quantz 1995)
- we have built domain concepts into several DTDs and used them in practice (Gandenberger and Hecht 1996)
- we have built several DTDs to capture those complementary points of view of a technical product which occur during the early phases of the product engineering process (Gandenberger 1997)
- we have investigated how to design an ontology for a technical domain and how to find a conceptual abstraction for DTDs (Wimmer 1998)
- we have developed methods and tools to train authors how to use an ontology while describing a technical product (Peter, forthcoming).

Our efforts have not yet resulted in an industry-strength solution to build an integrated concept-based tool-chain. Numerous questions such as the following still need to be answered – and that is part of the position we take in this paper:

- How can we create ontologies for a domain which is as broad, diverse and dynamic as the domain of communications? Which tools can help us distill concepts from textbooks, standards or product descriptions and what methods should these tools implement?
- Concept based DTDs and technical ontologies must serve many purposes and prove their worth in such diverse contexts as authoring, generation, transformation or retrieval of documents. Many such use-cases are not yet well understood. How can we better understand and define the design characteristics of our conceptual instruments?
- There has been, fortunately, progress such as in linking DTDs to ontologies (Erdmann and Studer 1999) which is a major step forward in DTD-design. Still we must learn how to construct a well tuned set of concept-based DTDs to describe a product. Each DTD should help to capture only the information relevant during a certain phase of the product’s life-cycle. In other words how can we make DTDs capture diverse views of a product such that, if taken together, these views yield the „complete picture“?
- A DTD and an ontology can each be seen as a set of rules. Ontology-rules concern a technical domain and are thus general in nature while DTD-rules are more specific reflecting regulations for processes, products, tools and applications. Since rules tend to change the question is: how can we keep the evolution of ontologies and DTDs under tight control?
- Last not least we want our ontologies and DTDs to be easy to understand and to use. At present this is not the case. In particular, the web of generic concepts—the upper layer of our ontology—deserves our attention because it is used by a large clientele with diverse backgrounds. Thus, how can we provide training of conceptual skills to those who create or use editors, archives, generators, transformers, portals, or other concept-based tools?
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